
Third National Conference on city

suburbs “10, 100, 1000 Centres”

Bracco Foundation organised in collaboration with the Municipality of Genoa the Third

National  Conference  on  city  suburbs  “10,100,  1000  Centres”on  Monday,  October  4,

2021, to reflect on urban regeneration through science and culture.

This appointment follows the first two National Conferences on city suburbs, organised

by Bracco Foundation in Milan in 2018 and in Palermo in 2019, which highlighted how

crucial it is to share the results of new paradigms tried out in particular on city suburbs,

to guide with vision and competence developed that sees in the city its central particle.

Also indispensable is collaboration between public and privateand among networks of

subjects engaged in various ways the evolution of urban contexts.

Starting from these premises, Bracco Foundation in collaboration with the Municipality

of Genoa is promoting the Third National Conference, hosted in Palazzo Ducale and in

the suburbs of Genoa, with the aim of continuing in a concrete way, also in the light of

the profound impact of the pandemic, reflection on urban realities.

The conference saw the presentation of concrete cases,  offered as practices that can

highlight key themes, and a deep look at international experiences. Starting from these

stimuli,  technical  round  tables  tackledthe  use  you  of  the  contribution  of  science  and

culture  as  levers  for  development,  on  the  one  hand  with  a  session  on  democratic

science, on the other with a focus on culture has a flywheel for social inclusion, and the

issue  of  the  well-being  of  cities  from  two  complementary  points  of  view:  a  focus  on

urban regeneration as a method and process, and subjective individual well-beingin the



suburbs.

>> DOWNLOAD PROGRAMME

>> WATCH THE SESSIONS (in Italian):

Plenary session
I Session
IISession
III Session Science for everyone. Communcation and citizenship
IV Session

 

https://www.fondazionebracco.com/wp-content/uploads/FBist_invitoprogramma_Periferie_set21_5-2.pdf
https://youtu.be/sIDZ8oKLJig
https://youtu.be/zT6XHG8CYrg
https://youtu.be/Qcip64bcwQs
https://youtu.be/QxsP6aSJErs
https://youtu.be/NbNXoMXeNNo

